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A Dynamic Partnership
_________________________________________________________________________
Building on our partnership with Neptune Software, we are now joining forces with a UK based
SAP consultancy to deliver innovative mobility solutions.
Dyna Brains, a SAP boutique consultancy offering digital innovation solutions and services
to SAP customers across Italy and North Macedonia, will now become dealer for the Italian
Market of PreBiltTM, the mobility solution for Supply Chain designed by The Config Team and
powered by Neptune Software.
The introduction of PreBilt, a suite of out-of-the-box mobile apps for the SAP supply chain, will
enable customers to deliver rapid deployment mobility solutions.
Providing a platform for flexibility, customers will have access to a range of mobile
applications, powered by Neptune, to facilitate end-to-end supply chain processes including
SAP IM, WM and EWM, along with PP, QM, MM, SD and PM. Neptune’s SAP certified platform
helps modernise and optimise business processes with an innovative user experience that is
fully integrated into any SAP system back end.
The partnership will see Dyna Brains supporting The Config Team in Italian Market expansion
with the aim of spreading PreBiltTM mobility solution for Supply Chain through a partner
program with System Integrators and direct market approach.
Commenting on its latest venture, Mike Nicklin, Neptune Account Manager for The Config
Team, said: “Dyna Brains is an exciting SAP & Neptune consultancy, with a great reputation
across the markets it operates in. We are excited to be extending the reach of PreBilt across
Italy and delivering the benefits of the innovative mobility solution to the Dyna Brains customer
network.”
Ugo Romano CEO of Dyna Brains added: “Being dealer in Italy for PreBiltTM is an exciting
opportunity to let the Italian market gain the advantage of having the fastest solution for
onboarding Supply Chain Mobility applications. Reducing the time associated with our
consultants building and developing solutions means we can get apps into customers much
quicker, while freeing up our consultants for other projects.
“The support from The Config Team has been fantastic, its cultural of innovation and
collaboration matches our own values perfectly, and we are excited to work together for the
benefit of our customers.
For further information on PreBilt or any other products and services within our portfolio,
please get in touch.
For The Config Team:
concatus@theconfigteam.co.uk

For Dyna Brains:
sales@dynabrains.com
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